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Fe a t u r e s

I
saac Newton, Leonardo Da Vinci and Albert Einstein
strode into a tiny Belgian town at the weekend to
stand alongside more unconventional figures at
Europe’s biggest “living statue” festival. A man and a

woman made entirely of chocolate, a mermaid with a flow-
ing tail and an axe-wielding medieval executioner were
also on display at the annual event in Marche-en-Famenne. 

Living statues are a common sight in many city centers,
but it is rare to see such a diverse range of this peculiar
form of street art for which performers must keep still for
painfully long periods of time to create the desired illusion.
Some of the statues in Marche came to southern Belgium
from as far away as Argentina, Russia and Italy and were
seen by more than 50,000 visitors. — Reuters

T
he very long running time is part of the technical
history of Panerai that originally used a caliber
from  the Swiss Angelus  Company, a movement
with a power reserve of 8  days, for its military

production. The purpose of this was to improve the
practicality of use, making it possible to plan missions
with gr eat accuracy while no longer requiring the
underwater commandos to rewind the watch by hand
every day, with a consequent reduction in the wear of
the winding parts. The calibre P.2002, the first move-
ment developed by Panerai manufacture in Neuchatel,
has brought Panerai up-to-date  as  well  as  expressing
its  past,  introducing  a  power  train  of  highly  com-
plex  construction. 

To  achieve an extended power  reserve, this innova-
tive power  train is based on  three barrels in series to
provide excellent time-measuring performance
throughout the whole period of 8 days. By means of
this system, the force of the spring remains almost con-
stant for the whole duration of the winding, to optimize
the movement’s accuracy and to r educe the wear of the
components to a minimum. Panerai has patented the
system of the three barrels associated with the power
reserve indication.

Radiomir 1940 3 days GMT 
automatic acciaio  -  45mm

The P.4001 is developed from the automatic P.4000
movement: the off centered micro-rotor which rotates in
both  directions, the power reserve of three days stored in
two  spring barrels linked in series, the mechanism for
stopping the balance, enabling the time to be set with
absolute precision and the full balance bridge with twin
supports for gr eater stability.

The new calibres also have some extremely useful addi-
tional functions: the date, the GMT function with a central
hand which indicates the time in a second time zone,
am/pm indication (relative to home  time)  in  the  small
seconds  dial  and,  finally,  indication  of  the  remaining
power  reserve. 

The P.4001 has the circular indicator on a bridge of the
movement. Finally, two very useful devices make setting the
watch extremely simply and precise: the first is the mecha-
nism which stops the balance and  zeroes the  seconds
hand as soon  as the  winding crown  is pulled out;  the
second enables the local time hand to be adjusted forward
and backward in jumps of one hour at a time, without
stopping  the  minute  hand  or  interfering  with  the  run-
ning  of  the  watch,  but  automatically adjusting  the  date. 

Radiomir 1940 3 days GMT power 
reserve automatic  acciaio  -  45mm

The P.4002 calibre shares the same characteristics of
the P.4001 calibr e: the off-centred micro- rotor which
rotates in both directions, the power reserve of three days
stored in two spring barrels linked in series, the mecha-

nism for stopping the balance, enabling the time to be set
with absolute precision and the full balance bridge with
twin supports for gr eater stability.

The new calibres also have some extremely useful
additional functions: the date, the GMT function with a
central hand which indicates the time in a second time
zone, am/pm indication (relative to home  time)  in  the
small  seconds  dial  and,  finally,  indication  of  the
remaining  power  reserve. 

The P.4002 has the indicator positioned directly on
the dial at 5 o’clock.  Finally, two  very useful devices
make setting the watch  extremely simply and precise:
the first is the mechanism which stops the balance and
zeroes the seconds hand as soon as the winding crown
is pulled out; the second enables the local time hand to
be  adjusted forward  and backward  in jumps of one
hour at  a  time,  without  stopping  the  minute  hand  or
interfering  with  the  running  of  the  watch,  but auto-
matically  adjusting  the  date. 

Panerai introduces power §reserve system

An artist called ‘La Sirene/The mermaid’ takes part in the festival ‘Statues en Marche’.
An artist called ‘Isaac Newton’ takes part in the festival
‘Statues en Marche’.

An artist called “L’Amazone” takes part in the festival
“Statues en Marche”.

An artist called “La Bohemienne” takes part in the festival
“Statues en Marche”.

An artist called “The Trashformer” takes part in the festival
“Statues en Marche” in Marche-en-Famenne, Belgium.

An artist called “Albert Eisntein” takes part in the festival
“Statues en Marche”.

Artists called “Le couple en chocolat” take part in the festival “Statues en Marche” in Marche-en-Famenne, Belgium. —
Reuters photos

Artists called “Les Emmeles” take part in the festival “Statues en Marche”.

Artists called “Les hommes de
papier” take part in the festival

“Statues en Marche”.

An artist called
“Kiberg Pilot” takes

part in the festival
“Statues en

Marche”.

An artist called “Aladin” takes part in the festival “Statues en Marche”.

Stay still! Living statues
take over Belgian town


